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Today’s conversation 
• Problem identification: The end of news(paper)?
• The need to collaborate
• RJI process and initiatives 
• From gatekeeper to “infovalet”
• EXPERIMENT: One service – “Circulate”
• Coalition building – Midwest collaborative
• Ideas/discussion: Charging/paying for content
• Discussion – other ideas?

These slides and materials will be at:
http://www.newshare.com/mpi



Challenge: How to sustain values, 
principals, purposes of journalism?
•Mass markets splintering 
•Search advertising effective competitor (Google’s 
Schmidt: “invent something”)

•Classifieds done better on the web 
•We go anywhere for information-without-walls
•What sustains journalism in this environment? 



“Solutions” publishers are 
looking at:

• Protect print by charging for all online content.
• Charge for some online content:

- Niche content
- Deeper content like archives

• Membership model:
- Special privileges and services for online 

members
• Associated Press’ 3 Ps: protect, point, pay
• RJI – checking the assumptions . . . 



RESEARCH: Starting points
• Less than one percent of time spent online is at daily 

newspaper Web sites. (Nielsen, NAA)

• The average newspaper site visitor spends less than one 
minute per day. (Nielsen, NAA)

• Daily newspaper print readership is in a steep 
demographically driven decline. (Pew)

• More people get their daily news from the Web than from 
daily newspapers. (Pew)

• The question: how to pay for, and profit from, an online 
news ecosystem



The newspaper audience
is graying

• Each younger age cohort reads newspapers less.

• And over time, each cohort reduces its readership.

• The average print newspaper reader is now nearly 
60 years old.



Newspaper readership by age cohort



The news audience continues
to shift to the Web



The news audience continues
to shift to the Web



The background 

• AP, trade and weekly publishing 
• 1994 – a “train wreck coming”
• Access to info from anywhere – no longer print
• Clickshare:  “Making the market for digital info”
• Mass market advertising seen as the sole answer
• CONCLUSION: Market not ready; hibernate 

• 2005 – The Media Giraffe Project 



“Find and spotlight people making innovative, 
sustainable use of media to foster participatory 
democracy and community.”

• Profiles database – 400+
• “Glass half full” innovation
• Convenings as Journalism That Matters
• Facilitating “news literacy”







The need to collaborate
• Opportunity: D.W. Reynolds Journalism Institute 
• Urgent task: Advance methods to sustain journalism 
• Address identity, privacy, advertising, commerce 
• Many contributors of ideas (via "Blueprint" events and –

you today!) 

http://densmore.newshare.com/wiki/images/2/2f/Blueprint-photos.jpg


Using the RJI process:

• 1. Ideas

• 2. Research

• 3. Experiments

• 4. Solutions

. . .  FELLOWSHIPS



RJI initiatives ttp: www.rjionline.org/

Blueprinting the Information Valet Economy

http://www.infovalet.orgrg//

http://www.rjionline.org/
http://www.infovalet.org/


RJI initiatives 
http://www.rjionline.org/

• Digital Publishing Alliance – Roger Fidler and the 
tablet newspaper (1994) 

• “



RJI initiatives 
http://www.rjionline.org/

• “News in every pocket” – Clyde Bentley 
http://www.vimeo.com/9394151 



RJI Mobile survey ideas 
• What do people want on the go that they don’t 

necessary want when static? 

• What are the core concepts (example: 
convenience) that guide uses and behaviors for 
mobile?

• Does mobile news consumption stand alone or is it 
part of an integrated system

• How do the needs for mobile news differ among 
demographic cohorts?

• What creates credibility for mobile information? 

• Does a mobile device need to be a phone to have 
success? 



Other RJI initiatives 
http://www.rjionline.org/

• Business-model case studies – Michael Skoler

• Advertising solutions for mid-market papers –
Stephanie Padgett 

• New-media best practices – RJI Collaboratory

• Cross-silo convenings – journalismthatmatters.org

• 2008-2009: 

-- Fancher – Reimaging the Journalists’ Creed
-- Thompson – “Wikipediaing the news”
-- http://www.rjicollaboratory.org 



Some other RJI initiatives 

• News literacy –
Reynolds Summer Journalism Workshops 

• MIT seminar, Oct. 2009 / Melissa Wantz
http://www.mediagiraffe.org/wiki/index.php/mit-media-literacy-journalism

• It’s about demand, not just supply

• Why we need to change   (VIDEO):

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSNYH5FZH4



The Biggest Opportunity

Navigating the Navigating the 
PostPost--Scarcity Scarcity 

Economy*Economy*



GAME ON!GAME ON!
•Should the fight be framed as
•AGGREGATORS vs. NEWSPAPERS? No. 
•The challenge is how to move the industry 
beyond search, beyond arregation, to 
personalized, privacy-protected service to 
(and sharing with) individual users. 



SOLUTION TIME



PROCESS STEP ONE: Gather ideas
• The Dec. 3-5, 2008 convening

• More than 50 people attended 
• TEXT/VIDEO: http://www.ivpblueprint.org 
• Next step . . . . research 

http://densmore.newshare.com/wiki/images/2/2f/Blueprint-photos.jpg


Newspapers have 40 million+ 
paying customers

Build that relationship base 
beyond news(paper). 



Our conclusion: 
News as service -- not product
• Helping user discover, access info from anywhere 
• Creating a conversation, community ... network 
• Not just about the story; smaller, larger remix 
• Convenient, simple access and  value exchange

• The news social network 



Strategy after the mass market

• Create intimate, personalized, customized,
permission-based relationship 

• Between the consumer and “InfoValet”
• Whether that consumer is part of a "mass" 

irrelevant to their needs and value
• Make money providing service, not just

marketplace marketplace
• Less worry about pay walls and "losing eyeballs’’

with interest-based advertising.



What’s needed? Four elements  
• PRIVACY management for consumers;

getting value for your ‘persona’

• PERSONALIZED information stream 

• ADVERTISING made more effective through
interest-based customization 

• COMMERCE for content – enabling subscription
networks and vicarious (per-click) sale to the
right person at the right time. 



SOLUTION / working “hypothesis”
• An information-industry collaborative
• Build, own and operate a shared-user network 

layered upon the basic Internet.
• Allowing end users to:

• Own, protect, share demographic and usage data
• Update role, effectiveness, compensation for advertising
• Advertising delivered directly, publisher “marketplace” gone
• Easy sharing, selling, purchasing of online content
• One ID, one account, one bill 



FIRST SOLUTION
A customized, user-authorized service which 
interactively manages local newspaper branding, 
advertising, personalized news links and social-
networking features by populating a persistent bar 
across the top of the browser window. 

. . . Private beta in April

. . . A way to “monetize” content

http://www.circlabs.com
The news discovery network



MISSION
Support authoritative journalism  . . . by deploying 
disruptive services that combine a user self-profiling, a 
networked content discovery and customization 
service, a news database and one or more registration 
and/or transaction processors . . .   to create a privacy-
protecting way for users to discover and – optionally 
subscribe to – free and premium news and 
information on the web or mobile.



HOW IT WORKS 
•A step beyond search – to discovery

•Consumer signs up with most-trusted local/topical source 
•Voluntary “persona” -- demographics, info preferences
•“Circulate Bar” discovers relevant info / offers value 
•Optionally makes continuous recommendations 
•Applies to news, advertising and new services 
•Invites optional subscription to network resources ($3/mo?)



The Circulate Service™: 

http://www.circlabs.com/test/demobar2

user: demo  pswd: circul8



Circulate: marketing and sign-on
• Circulate is marketed initially through media partners.
• Consumer signs up with home-base participating news 

site.
• Circulate Bar installs with one click, appears in your 

browser window.
• Consumer answers basic questions: demographics, 

information preferences, interests.
• Circulate appears as on‐screen content notification tool 

showing home-base brand.
• Circulate travels with you wherever you go on the Web.











Addressing key problems for 
consumers, publishers and 

advertisersFor Web users:
• A hyperpersonalized news stream without the hassles of 

search, RSS, bookmarking or aggregation
• Clear and strong protection of privacy

For publishers:
• A way to connect with individual users migrating to the Web
• A way to increase share of online attention
• Multiple revenue streams including payments for content 

For advertisers:
• Opt-in preference-targeted advertising that enables direct 

conversations between consumers and brands



Circulate: Four core benefits
•Enhanced consumer privacy, personalization, choice 

•Method for newspapers to drive traffic to each other's websites.

•Platform for interest-based advertising (value, relevance)

•Multi-sites without “gates” – the “unwalled garden”

ANALOGIES: Profit providing info from anywhere

• The “Miracle on 34th Street”

• Marshall Field: “Give the lady what she wants.”



Possible business models -- CONTENT
•Shared-user network for news-oriented social interaction 

•Subscription access to multiple websites (cable model) 

•Access by time, or bundle 

•Economic purchasing on a per-item basis (music, video, text) 

•Enables "public radio model" too (Kachingle, others) 



Business models – ADVERTISING
•Rewards for activities, viewing ads, sponsored material 

•Example: The Ford Explorer PDF download 

•Advertising network based on interest not inference 

•Higher CPMs for the news industry 

•Consistent with Federal Trade Commission privacy guidelines 



BENEFITS to the consumer 
•Discovery – better than search / info finds consumer

•Privacy control – opt-in or out 

•Choice of most trusted “InfoValet”

•Interest-based advertising choice and viewing 

•Simple access to valuable content with one account 
across multiple websites 

• “Porous paywall”



Benefits to the publisher
• No technical integration required for basic 

implementation
• Easy to explain and sell to consumers
• Enhances publisher’s Web site traffic
• Local and national interest-based advertising
• Local brand “always on” across Web surfing
• Enhance, solidify relationship with customers
• Platform for experimentation with different models of 

paid content / network effect



Multiple revenue opportunities
for publishers

• Increased, higher-value traffic to participating 
sites: local site revenue

• Preference-targeted text ads on the bar
• Preference-targeted display ads in expanded 

mode
• Future: affiliate and lead-generation revenue
• Future: branded and paid-curation channels
• Subscription and per-time content sales



FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
•Microaccounting network for content sales 

•Aggregate and settlement payments 

•Platform agnostic (mobile / eReader) ; multiple “InfoValets”

•Economic purchasing on a per-item basis (music, video, text)

•Enables "public radio model" too (Kachingle, others) 
for third-party trusted content and revenue sharing



Circulate is DISRUPTIVE
Circulate shifts power of consumer relationship  
back from aggregators (Google, etc.) to content 
creators/owners as “InfoValets.” Initial offering 
is for news industry. 



Circulate is CONVENIENT
The browser function is always with the 
consumer and provides relevant content wherever 
they are online. Content comes to consumers, 
who then click through to participating sites.  



Circulate is COMMERCE 
Authoritative sources of news and other content 
now have options for monetizing their property 
(e.g. subscriptions, per-click) and the ability to 
experiment with different models. Revenues are 
shared among publishers. 



Circulate is SOCIAL
Vast potential for social-networking tools to 
stimulate relationships between and among 
publishers and consumers and among/between 
publishers. 



TM

. . . Consumers circulate 

. . . News circulates 

. . . Advertising circulates

. . . Subscribers circulate  



Measuring success – outcomes
• Reinvented relationship with citizens
• New business for news organizations
• New ecosystem for news aggregation, 

customization, sharing
• New revenue besides advertising
• A news social network



ADDITIONAL NOTES: 

THOUGHTS ABOUT 
CHARGING FOR CONTENT

Follow the efforts of the
Midwest Newspaper Consortium:
http://www.newshare.com/wiki/index.php/Jta-associations

CircLabs private beta of Circulate Bar™
Starts in April; http://www.circlabs.com



Industry study: 
NAA’s Paid Content Task Force

• Request for information from solution providers
- Initial submissions received in July
- Report released/leaked in early September

• 11 respondents:



NAA’s RFI Respondents



What do digital consumers want?
• TRUSTWORTHINESS
• ACCESS
• CONTROL
• VALUE

What kinds of content are consumers willing to pay for?

• Convenient experience, not content
• Tools for knowledge discovery 

How do they value privacy?

• Millenials will trade demographics for value 
• Key is to be rigorously transparent about offer 



Who WILL Charge the 
Consumer?

Subscriptions

Voluntary Memberships

Metering

A la Carte

HOW?SOON?
Consortiums

(MediaNews Group;
Journalism Online, LLC)

Independent Publications

Mobile-Formatted News

The New York Times
News Corp. Publications



TESTING TO COME: 
What will users pay for?

• Convenience – one-bill, one-account, one ID
• Niche content: deep coverage of sports, business, special 

interests
• Exclusive content with value to users: topical data, financial 

advice, entertainment
• Addictive content: games (WoW: $2.16 billion)
• Hyperpersonalized news streams
• Curated content channels



Some services consumers 
are likely to pay for include:

• Public or non-proprietary information discovered or collected 
in new and insightful ways that lead to unexpected insight or 
knowledge.

• Services that deepen relationships, make our day go faster 
or more easily, or give us exclusive or empowering 
knowledge.

• Services that allow us to make money or save money.



Charging for content (1)
• Circulate will accommodate multiple payment models. 

(subscriptions, per-item charges, sampling before 
payments, variable pricing, bundled print/online, site is 
partially paid, partially free, etc.)

• Circulate will enable content payment transactions with or 
without the downloaded Circulate Bar software:
- For consumers without the download, publisher site displays site-

specific Circulate Bar.
- Both downloaded bar and site-specific bar allow consumer to add a 

transaction account to their profile.

• Transactions are handled via third-party processor



Charging for content (2)
• Downloaded bar and site-specific bar both control access 

to paid content via a master password system.
• CircLabs maintains customer accounts in partner brand.
• Each participating publisher has access to account data 

for their participating customers. Access is via an API to 
data that is stored by CircLabs. Publisher “owns” user.

• Publishers can modify the customer database via the API, 
for example to allow print subscriber access.

• CircLabs provides monthly reconciliation and revenue 
share.

• CircLabs develops networked subscription options.



• How will consumers value their 
privacy in trade for digital goods?
When will an online consumer be willing to provide 
unique demographic or personal-preference 
information? What offer (benefit, value, cash) equates 
with how much sharing of demographic information? 
And on what terms? 

• Findings: Age dependent and offer dependent.

RESEARCH QUESTION No. 1



• Valuing news information? 
If unique news or critical information about your community 
(topical or geographic) were not available for free, would you 
pay to get it? Would you want to pay per story (or event),  by 
subscription? Would you want the bundle to include access to 
information from many websites, rather than just one?  

• Seeking answers via operational research 

RESEARCH QUESTION No. 2



What will users pay for?
Alan Mutter (Newsosaur) says…
1. You cannot charge for such commoditized content as world, 

national, business, sports and entertainment news.
2. You might be able to charge for local coverage, if it is sufficiently 

intensive, comprehensive and exclusive to make to make it 
required reading for residents of the targeted community.

3. In the business-to-business realm, you probably can charge 
users for exclusive information that helps them make money, 
avoid losing money or, ideally, both at the same time.

4. You probably can charge consumers for two things: (a) 
exclusive entertainment content and (b) authoritative information 
that helps them hang on to more of their money.

Source: http://newsosaur.blogspot.com/2009/10/how-to-sell-news-on-web-checklist.html



Newsosaur’s paid-content criteria



In addition, CircLab’s 
Martin Langveld adds…

1. You can charge for specialized, niche content, e.g. local 
sports coverage with video, trail maps.

2. You might be able to charge for curated content streams.
3. There’s anecdotal evidence that you can charge for a 

hyperpersonalized news stream.
4. You will benefit financially from engaging the community in 

new ways, e.g. community blogging, news cafés.
5. You will benefit financially from using social media to reach 

your community where members are spending time.



Thank-you. 

Bill Densmore
Consultant / 2008-2009 Fellow

Donald W. Reynolds Journalism Institute

Co-founder, CircLabs Inc. 
Columbia, MO / Williamstown MA

Densmorew@rjionline.org
617-448-6600 

http://www.circlabs.com
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